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VisionDatabase allows 
LONG-TERM STORAGE and 
use of image inspection data.

All the elements necessary for an image inspection database are packaged for simple operation. 
There is no need for any additional programming to create a database of information.

Long-term storage and use of image inspection data are essential in making an 

image inspection system more effective and improving traceability/tracking. In 

addition to long-term image storage that links to inspection results, it is possible 

to easily confirm past inspection results searching by date, lot code, etc.

Simple setup requiring only two steps: connecting the image processor to a PC 

with VisionDatabase installed and selecting the inspection data to be stored.

VisionDatabase also supports data output to an FTP-server-compatible HDD, 

which allows a large amount of image data to be stored easily.

The Retest function enables users to verify previous inspection results. This 

makes it possible to analyze not only recent data but all stored data, which 

helps detect problems early, find optimum inspection settings, and improve the 

manufacturing process.

LONG-TERM 
IMAGE STORAGE

ANY USER CAN EASILY 
SET UP A SYSTEM

HIGHLY-INTERLINKED 
OPERATION WITH 

IMAGE PROCESSING
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BACKUP/EXPORT SETTINGS FUNCTION COMMENT FUNCTION
Makes a backup of inspection settings.
These functions support retesting with backup images and export 
of edited inspection settings.

Users can make comments linked to image data. This function 
supports searching, and is useful when debugging.

SIMPLE SETUP RETEST FUNCTION*
Start database operation swiftly.
No time or effort required to create a system.

Edit and check result data, which helps find optimum settings.

* Separate installation and activation 
of Simulation-Software required.

REMAINING STORAGE SPACE  
WARNING FUNCTION

PERIODIC AUTOMATIC DELETE FUNCTION

Monitors storage failures caused by insufficient free space on the 
storage destination medium. Issues a warning when the storage 
amount exceeds the allowable value.

Deletes image data automatically based on specified conditions, 
freeing users from troublesome maintenance.

LOT NUMBER AND SERIAL NUMBER  
LINK FUNCTION

SEARCH/CUSTOM FILTER FUNCTION

Links image data to external data such as serial numbers for data 
management and searching.

Registers original conditions to enable smooth search of desired 
data.

EXCEL EXPORT FUNCTION GRAPH DISPLAY FUNCTION
Outputs inspection data to Excel with links to image data. Displays up to 100000 data sets in a graph at one time.  

This facilitates understanding trends in data.
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SUPPORTS LONG-TERM STORAGE

VisionDatabase

It is desirable to store image inspection data 
until the "best before" date in case of 
unexpected trouble.

FOOD MANUFACTURER

One million or more* data sets can be managed safely, because VisionDatabase 
automatically traces changes in inspections settings and output items during operation.
* The maximum number of data sets that can be stored depends on the usage environment.

Searching by date allows 
users to easily find images 
from previous inspections.

Search by date Check image data and results of past inspection.

Most of the time, long-term storage of image data is not employed, which can be unsettling. 
Being able to search for data from certain dates or time periods would be very beneficial.

ALLOWS STORAGE DATA TO BE SEARCHED BY DATE

VisionDatabase

The Periodic Automatic Deletion function eliminates the need to manually delete data. This helps avoid the risk of storage failure 
caused by insufficient free space on the storage destination medium.

ALLOWS AUTOMATIC DELETION OF DATA AFTER THE BEST-BEFORE DATE

VisionDatabase

LONG-TERM DATA MANAGEMENT
VisionDatabase 
makes it easy 1 SEARCH BY DATE
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LINKS TO EXTERNAL DATA
VisionDatabase 
makes it easy 2

It is desirable to link image inspection data to 
lot numbers, QR codes, and product types 
in case of unexpected trouble!

AUTOMOTIVE MANUFACTURER

It is essential to link data on various conditions in order to perform thorough investigation and 
improvement when problems occur in manufacturing.

ALLOWS LINKS TO OCR AND 1D/2D CODES FOR DATA MANAGEMENT

VisionDatabase

Managing image data together with external data such as from a barcode reader makes 
result data more meaningful and traceable.

ALLOWS LINKS TO LOT NUMBERS AND PRODUCT TYPES OF THE HOST SYSTEM

VisionDatabase

Data management with links to 
Kanban data and barcode inspection 
results from other processes allows 
more information to be added to 
image data. It is possible to search 
by linked information.

Items can be renamed. Changing 
names to company-specific terms 
makes implementation smoother.

ALLOWS MANAGEMENT WITH CUSTOM NAMES

VisionDatabase
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Retest can be performed according to the 

current settings or backup settings.

Using backup inspection settings allows 

the same inspection results to be obtained 

again, even when settings have been 

changed in the interim.

ALLOWS USERS TO CHECK PAST NG FACTORS WITH THE RETEST FUNCTION.

VisionDatabase

It is desirable to perform analysis 
using past NG images for 
facility improvement.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS MANUFACTURER

Retest can be performed using the stored image data. This makes it possible to investigate causes using not only recent 
data but also accumulated data over time.

The goal is to increase manufacturing stability without makeshift solutions. The ability to 
accumulate NG data for a long time period and draw improvement strategies from it would be 
highly beneficial. 

NG ANALYSIS
VisionDatabase 
makes it easy 3 OPTIMUM IMAGE SETTINGS

ALLOWS OPTIMUM SETTING CONDITIONS TO BE DETERMINED 
FROM ACCUMULATED IMAGE DATA.

VisionDatabase

It is necessary to consider as many situations as possible when determining optimum setting conditions. Using image data accumulated in 
various situations makes it possible to consider stable setting conditions from a long-term perspective, instead of makeshift solutions.
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Clicking an image data link allows 
that target image to be checked.

EXPORTING

EXCEL DATA ORGANIZED AND OUTPUT BY VISIONDATABASE 
MAKES REPORT CREATION EASY.

[Example: Changes in monthly NG factors and measurements] April’s defective marking rate of the "best before" dates increased by 0.002% over the 
previous month. The breakdown is as follows: the blur of printing(OCR) 39%, the slant of printing(edge position) 31%, and the omission of printing(area) 
29%. Attached is an omission of printing image. The word in parentheses is the image processing algorithm used for image judgment.

VisionDatabase

Excel

It is desirable to put the changes in monthly 
NG rates and NG detection quantities 
into a report.

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

Periodic situation analysis is necessary to improve facilities.
In order to do this, it would be beneficial to have a method to organize the necessary data 
in a timely manner.

ANALYSIS
VisionDatabase 
makes it easy 4 ANALYSIS REPORT CREATION

ALLOWS IMAGE DATA TO BE OUTPUT TO EXCEL WITH LINKS.

VisionDatabase

It is possible to analyze data on Excel spreadsheets while checking images.
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P R O D U C T  C O N T E N T S

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

VisionDatabase
FTP server function Simultaneous communication with up to 10 controllers

Excel export function XLS and XLSX files can be exported.

Operation system environment

Connectable controller CV-X100 Series, CV-X200 Series

Supported OS

Windows Vista 
（Enterprise/Ultimate/Business/Home/Premium/Home Basic）

Windows 7
（HomePremium/Professional/Ultimate/Enterprise）

Supports Japanese and English operating systems.
Supports 64-/32-bit versions of Windows 7 only. For all other operating systems, only 32-bit versions are supported.

Execution environment

-CPU: Core 2 Duo 2.00 GHz or higher
-RAM: 2 GB or higher
-HDD: Minimum 500 MB (additional free space required for storing acquired data)
-Monitor: 1024 x 768 pixels or higher (1280 x 1024 pixels or higher recommended)
-USB port: USB 2.0 required.

Machine Vision System Database: VisionDatabase

Database software

CA-H1DB
Add-on SD card for controller function

CA-AD1

* Company names and product names herein are registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective companies.


